Mattheiu Mayer
“I have had a crazy
journey on my quest to
fame”

O

ver the past few years, the band
‘Blood Reign’ has grown at an astounding rate. The edgy lead star of this nifty
rock band, Mattheiu Mayer, took us
back to where his dream of becoming an
idol was born. In North West of America was the location where he practised
his electric guitar day and night in his
parents’ basement, infuriating his neighbours at the cost of this determination.
He mentioned that he didn’t have the
money to afford guitar lessons and his
family didn’t accept his passion for
Rock n Roll. However, through countless gigs at various clubs, bars and local
events, the band took over the internet
by storm, averaging 30 million views
on youtube and millions of followers on
twitter, which brought a great amount of
popularity to the band.
Everything was flowing smoothly
for the band, until lead star found himself locked in prison for multiple crimes.
This ultimately put the bands explosion
in popularity to a halt.
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Mayer was locked up for six months, he
explained how he spent his time contemplating on his great come back when
he gets released. Mayer told us about
some of his tough and tedious experiences in prison and how he implements
them into his music.
When Mayer got released from prison, the band united again and prepared
for a comeback concert, which attracted
hordes of fans dying to hear the band
play again. Mayer said the thing he
missed most in prison was the adrenaline and the kick of rocking out with
his fans screaming back in enjoyment,
“nothing compares to it” he told us. This
is where the band image was constructed.
Overtime the group became tremendously popular in the Rock music
community. Rocking out in sold out
concerts, appearing on national television broadcasts and starring on popular radio stations. The internet famous
band caught the attention of a powerful
record company that offered a contract
with them. This set them onto the road
for fame.
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